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After days of Australia-wide and international publicity, the MrANU Charity Quest Mias held on Tuesday night in a blaze of television lights, colour and controversy. About 450 people in
the Students Union Refectory watched as 22 male contestants paraded their bodies, clothes and talents in a parody of female beauty quests. The MrANU title went to 20-year-old Roland
Manderson pictured being handed his bus tickets to the Gold Coast by one of the judges, Ms Elizabeth Reid (right), the Prime Minister's adviser on women's affairs. Another judge, Ms Kate
Jennings, a feminist poet from Adelaide, gives Roland a congratulatory cuddle. Picture right: The title of ANU Charity Prince went to 22-year-old Paul Mason, an English student, pictured
with judge and Melbourne radio personality, Ms Claudia Wright.

Comment called for on new Library access, loan rules
The University's Library Committee has called for discussion and comment on a new set of
The proposed regulations, drafted after a
use on the premises all resources on open
^ ^ n t Library survey of users (see ANU
access. A registered library user who is not a
^ K ^ r t e r , 11 July 1975), have already evoked member of the University may be restricted
criticism from the ANU Students Association to the use of certain collections only.
representative on the Library Committee.
Borrowing Regulations
The Committee has advised the Librarian
The Librarian may, in the case of demonthat the Library's policy should in future be: strated need, approve additional borrowing
privileges for any member.
To move in the direction of greater
Users shall be classified as belonging to Cateequality of access and of borrowing
gory A or B.
rights between different categories of
users, so far as competing needs permit Category A includes academic staff, other
research staff, all categories of post-graduate
and the supply of books, equipment
students. Master's qualifying students, fourth
and staff make consequential changes
in techniques and administration possi- year honours students, professional members
of Library staff, members of Council and
ble, with an ultimate aim of (loan)
other borrowers approved by the Librarian.
restrictions based on categories of
Category B includes all undergraduate studbooks rather that categories of users.
That the draft regulations (listed below) ents of the ANU (other than fourth year
should be put into force subject to fur- honours students), general university staff
(other than research staff) and other borrowther discussions by Boards and Faculters as approved by the Librarian.
ies and subject to financial and adminCategory A Borrowing Privileges
istratibe constraints.
A borrower in Category A may have on loan
That access and lending policy should
be reviewed by the Library at intervals up to 25 books at one time for a period of
two months.
of not more than one year from the
Any book may be renewed for a further
present review and the results of such
period of one month unless required by anreview brought before meetings of the
other user in which case renewal will not be
Boards in July each year.
granted. After a second period of one month
ANU Reporter today presents the prothe book must be returned to the shelves.
-^ed new access and loan regulations for
After a period of two weeks, a recall notice
deration by its readers:
for a particular book may be issued by the
tion of Terms
Library if the book is required by another
^
K" means a printed book or book materborrower.
m microform.
Reference works and special collections,
'Periodical' means any item designated by the including rare and valuable books, manulocation symbols '5', '6' or 'Per' (East Asian
scripts and similar material are not available
Collection only).
for loan.
General
Category B Borrowing Privileges
These regulations apply to the collections
A borrower in Category B may have on loan
housed in the Menzies, Chifley and Life
up to 10 books for a maximum of four
Sciences Buildings.
weeks.
Access
A book may be renewed for a further perAny registered library user who is a member
iod of two weeks unless required by another
of the University may enter the library and
borrower in which case renewal will not be

Library access and loan regulations it has formulated.
all Library users should have equal borrowing
granted. After the second two week period
rights.
the book must be returned to the shelves.
'1 am forced to admit that many of the
After a period of one week, a recall notice
new draft regulations are desirable, and that
for a particular book may be issued by the
the Library Committee, and the Librarian in
Library if the book is required by another
particular, are, in many ways, moving in the
borrower.
right direction. In particular, the proposal to
Categories of materials to which special
extend access as a right to undergraduates in
conditions apply are the same as those specified in the appropriate section under borrow- the general collection is a long overdue step.
At the same time, there is, in my view, no
ing privileges of Category A users.
basis in justice, principle or practicality for a
A^ofe.The Library Committee is considering
differentiation in borrowing rights as between
policy concerning overdue books.
users', Mr Dunstan said.
High Use Collections
'It is often asserted that researchers have
No distinctions are made according to catedifferent needs from undergraduates. In the
gory of borrower in respect of the high use
first place, it is not true that researchers or
collection in the Chifley Building. All library undergraduates as classes have particular
users may borrow up to five items at one
needs. This is nowhere better illustrated than
time and the loan period for any item is
in the Library's own survey, where it is plain
determined by demand.
that science students and researchers have
Renewal of Loans
quite different needs to those in social science
Renewals will not normally be granted for
sciences and humanities. If a policy is to be
material in the high use collection. After the
truly based on need, then it is ludicrous to
book has been on loan for the prescribed
make the distinction on the basis of status
period it must be returned to the shelves.
rather than subject.
Recall of Books on Loan
'In the second place, it is not true that
In general, recall notices will not be issued on students have fixed needs. Rather it is true
behalf of another user but the Library may
that undergraduates have needs that bear
recall an item for which there is high demand. relation to both availability of resources and
Overdue Books
teaching methods. It is simply stupid to reFines for overdue books will be imposed
strict undergraduate access and borrowing
equally on all users (staff and students) of
rights, thereby forcing teaching staff to adopt
the high use collection in accordance with
teaching methods which fit in with these
the current rate as determined by the Library restrictions, and then claim that students
Committee.
have different needs from researchers. Needs
Restricted Materials
are derived from the availability of resources,
not the other way around. Nonetheless, it is
Reference works and periodicals in the
plain that teaching methods are changing;
high use collection are not available for loan.
Some book material is available on short-term there is a decreasing emphasis on textbooks
and students are increasingly being encourloan only. Special conditions apply to audioaged to engage in research. This is true not
visual materials and to books held in the
only of honours or advanced year students
Reserve Collection.
but at first year level. The library should have
Dissenting from the Library Committees'
recognised this, but has instead been dragging
recommendations, the Students Association
its feet', Mr Dunstan said.
representative, Mr Andrew Dunstan, said he
Continued on back page
and the Students Association believed that
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The deadline for diary notices is 3pm on the
Thursday week before publication (14 August
for the next issue which covers the period
25 August - 7 September). Diary items should
be sent to ANU Reporter, University Information; they cannot be accepted by telephone.
Saturday 9 August
Development Action Student Group seminar.
A. Wilkinson, J. Kerin (MHR), T. Voutas,
B. O'Dwyer and Sir J. Crawford, *Aid in the
development process - Australia's role'. Law
School lecture theatre, 9.30am.
Monday 11 August
Chemistry SGS seminar. Dr R. McDonald
(CCAE), 'A chemistry technology course at
the Open University'. Lecture room 2,
Chemistry SGS Building, 1 lam.
Asian Civilizations lecture. Coralie Rockwell,
T h e evolution of A-A k, Tangak and Hyangak
in the Korean Court up to the Hideyoshi
Invasion (1592)'. Room 20, Asian Studies
Building, 4pm.
ANU film group. General meeting to select
program for 1976. Clubs and Societies room.
Union Building 7pm.
Tuesday 12 August
Germanic Languages seminar. Professor
S. Jorgensen, 'Hamaan's aesthetic writings'.
Room 213, Dedman Building, 9.30am.
Biochemistry (JCSMR) seminar. Dr F. Harold,
'Bioenergenetics and cellular evolution: a
metascientific excursion'. Seminar room,
JCSMR, 1pm.
ANU Club for Women coffee morning. A
member of the Law School will talk on Estate
Planning, death duties and the laws of
inheritance. Club rooms, 20 Balmain Crescent,
10.15am.
Demography teaching seminar. Dr R.M.
Sundrum, 'Economic development as alongrun process'. Seminar room E, Coombs
Building, 5.30pm.
Wednesday 13 August
Centre for Research on Federal Financial
Relations seminar. Mr L A. Hayes (Government of Canada), 'Federal-provincial coordination and consultation in Canada'. Room
231, Copland BuHding, 12.30pm.
Department of Chinese lecture. Dr J. C. S. Hall,
'Opium in the Twentieth Century in China'.
Asian Studies Lecture Theatre, 2pm.
Pacific and Southeast Asian History seminar.
J. Warren, 'The fishers of men: The role of
the Balangingi Samal in the history of the Sulu
Sultanate, 1830-1898'. Seminar room D,
Coombs Building, 3pm.
University House dinner. Hall, 6.30pm.
1975 RSBS lecture series. Dr A. Sibantani
(CSIRO), 'Ecneics versus science for the
people'. Chemistry SGS Lecture Theatre, 8pm.

Friday 15 August
Humanities Reseqrch Centre seminar. Mr C.
Lyndon-Gee, 'On the nature of musical
perception'. HRC seminar room, Hope
Building, 2pm.
University House recital. R. Schneider (violin)
and D. Herscovitch (Piano), play Mozart,
Franck, Webern and Don Banks. Dining
hall, 8.15pm.

Conferences
Meetings
Seminars

Letters
to the Editor

CSIRO National Measurement
Laboratory,
W E N DAYS 1975', Sydney, 1 2 - 1 3 August;
International Students Association 22nd
Conference, Japan, 22 August', Second NatSaturday 16 August
ional Health Science Education Conference,
University House film group. *Tora! Tora!
Melbourne, 1 7 - 2 0 kugusX\ Concrete ConTora!'. Common room, 8pm.
ference, Melbourne, 1 9 - 2 2 August\Signal
Monday 18 August
Processing for Arrays, Salisbury SA, 1 - 2
Humanities Research Centre 'The Australian
S e p t e m b e r S e s s i o n International University Centre of Social Sciences, Belgrade,
1890s'seminar. Professor Manning Clark,
8 - 1 9 September; World
Telecommunication
^Introducing the Nineties'. HRC, Hope BuildForum, Geneva, 6 - 8 October; 1975 AANA
ing, 8pm.
Convention, Canberra, 1 9 - 2 1 October; <5r/z
Tuesday 19 August
International Congress on Suicide Prevention,
Humanities Research Centre 'The Australian
Israel, 1 9 - 2 2 OctohQx\Second Annual Meet1890s'seminar. Common room, Bruce
ing of World Population Society, Washington
Hall, 9.30am.
DC, 1 9 - 2 2 November; iP7(5 Conference of
Physical and Theoretical Chemistry seminar.
the Division of Applied Mathematics, JindaDr. A. C. Hurley (CSIRO), 'Natural orbital
byne, 1 - 4 ¥thmdny \International
Symposipair theories and convergence of the Configur- um of Fluorescein Angiography, Belgium, 26
ation Interaction Expansion'. Room 57,
March-1 April 1916; 19th Congress of the
RSC, 11am.
Institute of Surveyors, Queensland, 1 5 - 2 1
May 1976.
Physical Sciences colloquim. Professor
M. Eigen (Nobel Laureate), 'The kinetics of
Some further details are available from
evolution'. Seminar room, Oliphant Building,
University Information, ext. 2633/2229.
4pm.
Wednesday 20 August
Humanities Research Centre 'The Australian
1890s' seminar. Common room, Bruce
Hall, 9.30am.
Physical and Theoretical Chemistry seminar.
Professor J. Ross (Melbourne Institute of
Technology), 'Symmetry in chemical
reactions'. Room 134, RSC, 11am.
Pacific and Southeast Asian History seminar.
N. Gunson, 'A review of mission history in the
Pacific'. Seminar room D, Coombs Building,
2pm.

It is to be regretted that either you (or i
Council minutes if that is where your inf
ii^^mation came from) misrepresented my position
on John XXIII College so badly {ANU
Reporter, 25 July 1975). This has had
embarrassing implications for me and I wish
to set the record straight.
I did not deny that there was concern
over the administration of John XXIII College.
I merely suggested that the whole thing was
exaggerated, and, in particular, that Mr Roe's
examples were wrong in fact.
I said that I had discussed the matters with
residents of John XXIII and been told that,
whilst they were not happy with some aspects
of the College administration, they felt that
the avenues for internal reform had not been
exhausted.
J also said that I thought that it was not
the time for precipitant action.
— Allan Murray-Jones
CREDIT UNION HAS MONEY TO LEND
The University Credit Union says it has ample
funds available for lending to members.
The maximum loan available to any one
member is $4000.

Australia-China exchange lecturer
For Mr Chu Ping-yao, visiting lecturer in Chinese in the University's Department of Chinese,
Australia is a world apart from the familiar life in China.

The barrier of language, the differences in
food and social structures are to him novel
and exciting, even if somewhat difficult to
adjust to.
Mr Chu arrived in Australia in April this
year under an Australia-China teacher exchange scheme sponsored by the two GovernUniversity House dinner. Dining hall, 6.30pm. ments. The exchange, the first of its kind, is
the beginning of what could become a regular
flow of teachers between China and Australia.
Thursday 21 August
Recently, Dr Bruce Kent, Senior Lecturer
Humanities Research Centre 'The Australian
in History at ANU, went to China to teach
1890s'seminar. Common room, Bruce
English for one year.
Hall, 9.30am.
Mr Chu, who will teach Chinese here also
Earth Sciences seminar. K. L. Harris, 'Partial
for one year, is a graduate of Hopeh Univermelting of quartz ecogite - some implications
sity and was a lecturer at the Peking Langufor calc-alkaline magmatism'. Seminar room,
age Institute for three years. He is familiar
Jaeger Building, 4pm.
with teaching Chinese to foreigners and does
Squash. ANU v New Zealand University
not see his work here as unusual, despite the
Squash team. Sports Centre, 7.15pm.
difficulty of communicating in a language
Christopher Lyndon-Gee will present J. S.
foreign to him.
Bach's 'Art of the Fugue' on the organ.
In fact, he regards his very limited knowSt. Andrews Presbyterian Church,
ledge of English as an advantage for the teachManuka, 8pm.
ing of Chinese. He says that the best way of
learning a language is to start speaking it with
Friday 22 August
the help of gestures, referring to common
Humanities Research Centre seminar. Mr C.
objects such as tables and chairs, and even
Lyndon-Gee, 'On the nature of musical
using body movements.
language'. HRC seminar room, Hope
Mr Chu finds that students' questions are
Building, 2pm.
not only confined to the Chinese language
but frequently extend to life in China, the
University House recital Annarosa Taddei
status of women and the Chinese education
(piano). Dining hall, 8.15pm.
system.

Thursday 14 August
Physical and Theoretical Chemistry seminar.
Dr A. Gregory (NRC, Canada), 'Resonace
Raman scattering in Dimers'. Room 134,
RSC, 11am.
Statistics-]oint
schools workshop. Data
analysis and statistical techniques, continuation of weekly workshop on multivariate
method. Seminar room A, Coombs
Building, 12.30pm.
Experimental Pathology seminar. A. McLean
(U.C. Hospital, London), 'How does diet alter
the response to dangerous chemicals'. Seminar
room, JCSMR, 1pm.
Humanities Research Centre seminar. Professor
J. P. Morpurge, Dr F. West, Mr R. Smith.
Professor A. Field. 'Problems of contemporary
biography'. HRC seminar room, Hope
Building, 2pm.
Organic Chemistry (joint RSC, Chemistry SGS,
CSIRO) seminar. Dr H. McNab, 'Electron rich
cations'. Room 134, RSC, 3.45pm.
Earth Sciences seminar. P. W. Schmidt, 'Some
apparent inconsistencies in the Mesozoic
palaeomagnetic data for Australia'. Seminar
room, Jaeger Building, 4pm.
ANU film group. 'Days and Nights in the
Forest' (R) and 'The Runaway' (G). Coombs
Lecture Theatre, 7.30pm.
ANU Linguistic Society seminar. Professor
N. R. Cattell (University of Newcastle),
'Talking in infancy and how to eradicate it'.
Mr Chu Ping-yao (left) with Professor Liu Ts'un-yan, Head of the Department
Room 113, Dedman Building, 8pm.

of Chinese.

In China, he says, the status of women is
very different to what the outside world
might believe. Women are involved in v j ^ u s
social, political and economic a c t i v i t i e ^ ^ P
the same level as men. Whether working in a
paddy field or in an urban factory, a woman
enjoys the same benefits and privileges as her
male counterpart. Women are also prominent
in the higher echelons of the services. ^ ^
Mr Chu says that the Cultural Revol^Atplaced an entirely different emphasis o i ^ r
educational development in China. It was a
shift away from the 'ivory tower' concept
and the new educational policy was designed
to help people develop morally, intellectually
and physically, and so become workers 'with
both socialist consciousness and culture'.
One result of this, Mr Chu says, was to
bridge the gulf between academic life and the
realities of daily living. In China, it is possible
for a labourer to become a scholar and viceversa. Chinese universities take their students
from a wide field - workers, peasants, soldiers
and so on. After high school, students c ^ k t
go directly to the university but do t w o H i s
of field work on the land, in factories or in
the army.
Mr Chu sees the purpose of education in
China not merely as a pursuit of academic
excellence, however essential, but to f i t ^ ^
people into daily lives to meet the m a n ^ ^ A
needs of the country's present and projected
requirements.
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Conference here on Asian
development, policies
The Biennial Meeting of the Asian Association of Development Research and Training
Institutes will be held at Ursula College from
17 to 22 August.
The conference will discuss applied science
and technology including new techniques in
agriculture; unemployment, income distribution and income policies; general population
problems, and urban and regional development.
Delegates from outside Australia are expected from Bangladesh, India, Indonesia,
Iran, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Nepal, Pakistan,
Philippines, Sri Lanka, Singapore, Taiwan
and Thailand. There will also be invited guests
from Hawaii, Fiji, Papua New Guinea and
Noumea, and representatives from a number
of interested organisations in Australia and
overseas.
Further information about the conference,
and a list of delegates, can be obtained from
the administrative secretary of the Development Studies Centre, Hugh Littlewood, ext. 2396.
HRC SEMINAR WILL EXAMINE
AUSTRALIA IN THE 1890's

Mr Matthew Ciolek of the Human Ethology Laboratory studying everyday human behaviour recorded on film.

Human Ethology Laboratory one of few in world
researching human communicational behaviour

The Humanities Research Centre is sponsoring a seminar on the Australian 1890's from
18-21 August.
Academics from ANU and other Australian and New Zealand universities will present
papers on and discuss the cultural and literary
life in the 1890's.
The seminar has been convened by Emeritus Professor Manning Clark; Dr Geoffrey
Serle, Reader in History at Monash University
and Co-editor of the Australian Dictionary of
Biography; and Professor Ian Donaldson, the
Director of the Humanities Research Centre.
It will begin with a paper by Professor
Manning Clark on 'Introducing the Nineties'
at 8pm in the Humanities Research Centre
on 18 August.
Professor Alec Hope will round off the
discussions on 21 August with a paper on
'The Provincial Muse, 1888-1900'.
Other seminar participants will be Associate Professor K.J. Cable, Dr Geoffrey Serle,
Dr Graeme Davison, Mr Axel Clark, Mr John
Docker, Mr Chris Wallace-Crabbe, Professor
Bernard Smith, Mr David Saunders, Miss Ann
Galbally, Miss Margaret Williams and Dr David
Walker.
A comprehensive list of the speakers and
their subjects is available from the Humanities
Research Centre, which has now moved into
its new offices in the A.D. Hope Building,
next to the Chifley Library.

The Human Ethology Laboratory in the University's Department of Anthropology is one of the few in the world researching human communicational behaviour and involved in cross-cultural studies of social interaction in children. The basic aim of studies at the Laboratory,
established last year, is to find out the common factors underlying human behaviour and means of communication which differ riot only
from one society to another but from person to person.
action of rhesus monkeys.
Dr Adam Kendon, Senior Research Fellow, years in the US at Cornell University, and at
'We know that the system of facial
Bronx State Hospital, conducting research
ys that anthropology has often been preexpression in humans has a common evolutinto human communication behaviour.
occupied
with cultural variations between
occ
ionary origin with facial expressions in
The other members of the Human
groups
of people and societies. However, there
gro
monkeys and apes. Yet, there is also a good
Ethology team are Mr Matthew Ciolek,
is a substrate of common behaviour among
deal of cultural variation involved in humans:
eople regardless of their cultural backgrounds Research Scholar, and Dr Peter Reynolds,
pec
when do we smile, to whom, and with what
Research Fellow.
variations, and this is best reflected in
intensity? Any meaningful comparison of
Mr Ciolek, a Polish born PhD student,
Ee-to-face encounters.
human behaviour and animal behaviour must
started his work at ANU in 1973. He holds
The study of behaviour in face-to-face
interaction is a relatively recent development. two Masters degrees (in Social Anthropology have answers to questions like these', Dr
Reynolds says.
and Archaeology) from the University of
It originated in the USA in the mid-1950s
'My own work involves cultural and
Warsaw. He is currently less interested in
through the combined efforts of psychobiological interaction of another kind. We
culture or social structure as such, and more
logists, linguists, social anthropologists and
know that man's propensity to use objects
interested in the organisation of social interpsychiatrists. In the past 10 years it has
is extremely important in distinguishing him
spread to some European countries and was
action studied at the level of its basic
from apes, who are quite similar to us in
introduced in Australia only recently.
elements.
'It is disappointing that our knowledge of many respects. I want to know exactly how
"Human communication goes beyond
people use physical objects and how this is
human behaviour is limited to some areas
verbal exchange and is expressed in many
only. We know more about ritual than every- different from other primates.
other ways, such as through bodily move'To this end, I have been recording on
day situations, more about exotic tribes than
ments, facial expressions and even through
ORAM ORGANISING CONFERENCE
films the use of objects by children in the
ms of walking and sitting, and how people about our own urban culture, and we have a
ON
KEY ASSESSMENT ISSUES
University's
pre-school
in
a
context
which
much better understanding of the mechanics
_ lup themselves in various situations', Dr
I hope will show object use at its most
The Office for Research in Academic
of the sexual act than the mechanics of the
Kendon says.
creative - namely, in play. I also plan to
Methods (ORAM) is organising a conference
Broadly speaking, human communication communication process between human
film children in various Pacific cultures to
on 'Assessment in the University'.
beings', Mr Ciolek says.
has been categorised as 'verbal' and 'nonThe conference, to be held from 2 7 - 3 1
His work is focussed on an analysis of some get an idea about the universal aspects of
verbal' but Dr Kendon cautions: 'To focus on
October at 'The Knoll Guesthouse',
Tiguage alone or on body motion alone is to basic patterns of the communication process human object use'.
Bundanoon, NSW, follows a successful conThe term 'play' for Dr Reynolds may
' :us on only a part of the system, and until as they occur in normal, everyday situations.
ference on 'The First University Year' at
He observes the behaviour of people in streets denote several behavioural-motivational
^ f ^^ 1relationship with the other parts is also
systems, which are distinct from one another: Thredbo at the same time last year.
understood, our understanding of communi- and pedestrian plazas, and on the University
This year's conference will be attended
campus. Mr Ciolek's interest is in the way the contact or rough-and-tumble play, manication will be limited indeed.
by University teaching staff and small numpulatory or exploratory play with objects,
exchange of message is brought about and
'It makes no sense to speak of verbal and
bers of other academic staff and students.
fantasy play with imaginary companions or
not in the message itself.
non-verbal communication. There is only
Detailed plans for the assessment confersituations, and the like.
communication, a system of behaviour
'My basic research is concerned with the
ence will be drawn up by a group representing
Dr Reynolds hopes to use the data from
patterns by which people are related to one
spatial syntax and postural organisation of
those who will be attending. Mr Allen Miller,
his research to evolve a comparative guide.
another. This does not prevent us from look- face-to-face encounters', Mr Ciolek says. 'So
Head of ORAM, would like the names and
'Our present concern is to develop a suitable
ing at the different aspects separately, and
many problems have to be solved by people
interests of those who wish to attend and has
indeed it proves useful to do so up to a point.' before they even get to an exchange of words. behavioural classification system which will
embrace the diversity of various activities and asked them to fill out preliminary enrolment
Dr Kendon is planning to undertake com- They must adopt a proper distance and
enable us to employ a uniform terminology in forms available from the ORAM office. Block
posture, and body movement must be coparative analyses of the communicational
D, Childers Street.
different cultural settings.'
ordinated with an orientation of the body.
behaviour of people from different cultures
Dr Reynolds says human ethology is still
The cost of conference accommodation
The situation must be dealt with in the
in the Pacific region. This work, he hopes,
in its infancy, but hopes that it will compliwill be borne by the University and transport
context of other people present as well as in
will throw light on the way in which people
will be provided for those requiring it.
ment anthropology as it is tradionally
the context of their physical environment.
manage common occasions of interaction,
practised. 'For example', he says, 'we do not
Mr Miller says that because the conference
such as greetings and conversation.
'All this can be seen as a highly complex
is being held in the study break between the
and sophisticated mechanism which controls only need to know the kinship categories of
Up to now, Dr Kendon's work has been
end of classes and the start of formal exama culture, but the actual behaviour towards
and shapes the process of social communiconducted in the United States. He has
inations, it is unlikely that very many students
different categories of kinsmen. In the past,
cation. The spatial and postural layout of
analysed the role of many different aspects
an encounter is a construction containing and such data were very difficult to record. I now will want to attend.
of behaviour in communication, including
He says, however, that it is hoped between
see film and related techniques making it
supporting other more subtle forms of
gaze, facial expression, spacing, posture and
expression (like gesticulation, eye behaviour, easier to study the relationships between what five and 10 students from various academic
gesticulation.
people say they do, and what they actually do. ' levels and faculties, will be able to attend.
touch and so on) which in turn are inter^ 'If we are to be able to have a general
'It is also hoped that between 30 and 40
locked with words', Mr Ciolek says.
PSinderstanding of how human behaviour
teaching staff will be present and that they
functions communicatively', says Dr Kendon,
Dr Peter Reynolds, who joined ANU in
PROBLEMS WITH MATHS OR STATS?
will have a range of academic interests and
'it is essential that we broaden the sample of
December last year, is concerned with that
humans. By gathering similar material from
part of human ethology which deals with the Students seeking assistance witti mathematical experience.
'In addition to university teachers and
a number of sharply different groups, the
interaction between the biological and cultural or statistical methods can now call on Dr Jeff
Sanders who has joined the Communication
students, it is important that a small number
basic behavioural mechanisms of social inter- components of primate behaviour.
and Study Skills Unit.
of other academic staff attend, especially
action should become much more apparent'.
He obtained his degree in Anthropology
Ring (49)2972 or call at Kingsley Street
from those parts of the University which have
Dr Kendon studied biological sciences and from Yale University in 1972, and then spent
Cottage for an appointment on Monday and
a direct interest in assessment procedures',
psychology at Cambridge, and obtained his
two years at Stanford University observing
Friday mornings or Wednesday afternoons
Mr Miller says.
PhD at Oxford in 1963. Before coming to
the behaviour of monkeys, and developing a
each week.
ANU in February last year, he spent seven
syntax of the rules implicit in the play inter-

m
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Highway towards Bungendore. $28000,
finance. Ext. 3461 or 881784.
Lounge suite, including day and night, $35.
Alec, ext. 2873.
Police type fairing for motor cycle, $40,
ANU Press has just published or distributed five new books, three of them this week
ext. 3340.
The deadline for classified is 3pm on the
Out today is Gondwana Geology, edited
papers presented at the Canberra sympos
fl
Thursday week before publication (Thursday Singer sewing machine, zig-zag, auto buttonby Dr K.S.W. Campbell, of the University's
and
contains
47
chapters
from
various
coi
hole, drop in decorative discs, good
14 August for the next issue, 22 August).
Department of Geology.
tributors.
condition, $80. Ext. 3643.
Advertisements, which must be brief, can be
Published earlier this week were Bloody
Bloody Buna by United States Army
placed by members of the University and
Ski boots. Caber, size 8-9, very good
Buna and Fiscal Federalism in the United
historian Lisa Mayo has been published by
should be sent to ANU Reporter, University
condition, $20. Terry, ext. 2823.
States of America.
ANU Press in association with David and
Information. Advertisements cannot be
Tennis shoes, Dunlop Volley, OC size 9,
Also now available diiQ Revolutionaries
Charles Ltd, Devon, England.
accepted by telephone.
once used, $6. White ext. 4121.
and R efor mis ts and The The ory of Co rp ora te
The book describes the desperate World
TV Kriesler, 23", excellent condition, magni- Finan cial Rep or ting.
War II Buna-Gona-Sanananda campaign in
For Sale
Possibly the best-known example of the
ficent cabinet, twin speakers, $65. 478293.
which Australian and American forces finally
Austin 1800, 69, Mark II, rego Nov 75, $450
TV Kriesler Telerama, 2 0 " transportable with fragmentation and dispersal of a continental
overcame frightful conditions and the fanaticono. Ext. 3380 or call 114 Lewin St, Lyneham
block is the breakup of the vast late Palaeozal resolve of the defenders to take the Buna
stand, bought August 72, $120. Ext. 2946
Austin 1800, 1969, 64,000 miles, owner
oic land mass of Gondwanaland, which
Government Station and drive the Japanese
or 511169.
going abroad end August. $750. Chris Grant,
included modern Australia, South America,
from New Guinea.
Unit,
1
bedroom,
liv,
kitchen,
laundry,
etc,
ext. 4562.
Africa, Antarctica and peninsula India.
ANU Press has also distributed two monobalcony, views to Brindabellas, close Garran
At the 1964 International Geological Con- graphs for University departments.
Datsun 1200 coupe, 1971, 50,000 miles,
shops and services, vacant possession. $22500, gress in India, a series of Gondwanaland
7 months rego, $1850 ono. Mrs Lister, ext.
The Theory of Corporate Financial ReN. Gray, ext. 3657 or 864014.
symposia was suggested. The first took place porting (Accounting and Public Finance
4 0 6 3 or 82 Grayson St, Hackett ah.
Yamaha electric organ and amplifier, no reas. in South America in 1967 and the second in
EK Holden Motor and gearbox, good condiResearch Monograph No 3) by Peter E.M.
offer refused: sterilizing unit for soft contact South Africa in 1970.
Standish, examines the nature and purpose
tion, m o t o r has high compression, gearbox
lenses, $13 ono; Hoover upright vac. cleaner.
The third symposium, sponsored by the
of financial measurement and reporting.
good cogs, $120 ono. lot or will separate,
repairs, any offers? Australian Academy of Science, was held at
Fiscal Federalism in the United States of
also have other parts. Ext. 3905, Clive Sear
7 2 6 9 6 I b h , Mark or leave message
ANU in August 1973.
America (Centre for Research on Federal
Room B6 Corin Huts.
About 250 scientists representing all conWanted
Financial Relations Research Monograph No
Ford Falcon, 1965, good condition, $300
tinents attended. Their purpose was to study
10) by Bernard P. Herber, provides a compreono, owner departing, 491072.
Bunks wooden, T 6". 881394.
the Gondwana System in a wider conceptual
hensive description and analysis of interHG Kingswood Sedan, 37,000 miles, radio,
Child's bicycle, two wheeler in good condiframework than had been possible at the two governmental fiscal relations in the American
heater, some rego, v. good condition, $1650
tion for 5 year old. Ext. 2468.
previous symposia.
Federation.
ono;Hoovermatic twin-tub washing machine, Person to care for 9 months old baby boy,
Gondwana Geology is a collection of the
recently overhauled, $70; portable clothes8.30am-5.30pm weekdays, close to ANU or
horse, $5. Eyles, ext. 4342.
Hackett area. 473878.
Continued from page one
INTRA-CAMPUS SOCCER FOR PURPLE
Holden Kingswood sedan, 1972, very low
Girls bicycle needed desperately, full size,
Chairman
of
the
Library
Committee,
ProSHIN ENTERING EXCITING FINALS
mileage, vinyl top, bucket seats, push button Lyn, Corin Huts, ext. 3905.
fessor Geoffrey Sawer, says that the recomThe qualifying rounds of the Purple Shin
radio, 202 motor, trimatic transmission,
Refrigerator in good order; Eunice Laker,
mendations must represent a compromise.
Intracampus Soccer Competition have now
genuine excellent condition, $2900.
ext. 4716.
'Views range from the position of leaving
been completed. The f m d few matches proext. 2605.
vided some exciting football and fixtures
Tennis Isquash racket. Sue Andrew, ext. 4716, things just as they are to belief in the need
Morris 1500,0nc,
1971, 5 speed gearbox,
to reduce the rights of the "privileged"
could not have been more suitably arranged^
Wanted to form carpool to Kambah. Jim
radio, radials, heater, carpet, 42,000 miles,
borrower category to a greater extent than
to give a better introduction to the finals.
Boland, ext. 4176 or 310067.
economical (42mpg on long run) carefully
is suggested.
In the last few weeks, JCSMR met
To Let
maintained since new, owner going over'The significance of the proposed changes
Engineering Physics and the match resulted
seas. Ext. 2918 or 545617 ah.
Furnished house in Evatt to share, prefer girl to existing rules lies in two main points in a closely fought draw (1-1), costing both
access is made general to all members of staff teams a valuable point.
Triumph 2000, MK I, 45,000 mHes, well kept, 25 plus, ride to ANU available, Lesley,
and students, and there is a reduction in time
white with red trim, discs, radio, power brakes, ext. 3392.
The clash between JCSMR and Nuclear ^ ^
allowed for borrowing by the present "more
twin carbs, economical, looks good and is
Physics proved to be very exciting. After t r ^ ^ k
Torrens fully furnished home, 1 bedroom
privileged" group of Library users'. Professor ing 0-2, JCSMR fought back strongly to
good, $1750, ext. 3068 or 478293.
with cat and garden to look after, suits two
Sawer says.
Triumph 2000, 1964, reconditioned engine,
square the match at 2-2. In the process they
persons, ideal for visiting grandparents,
The University Librarian, Mr Milton
failed to score f r o m an awarded penalty kick
gearbox, carburettors, $1000. 497269.
reasonable rent, 22 Nov 75 - 26 Jan 76.
Simms, says it is important that there is wide
and this miss certainly cost JCSMR a place in
XT Falcon ute, 1969, white, high mileage but Ext. 3282 or 821268 ah.
discussion of the proposed access and borrow- the final four. The point earned by Nuclear
second motor, NSW rego till May 76, Kleber
Wanted to share, large house in Curtin
preferably with post-grad couple. Rent $35pw ing regulations because consensus is obviously Physics from this match was enough to secure
tyres, gauges and radio, owner going overdesirable before any changes are made.
them third position on the league ladder.
814866ah.
seas, $950 ono. Ext. 4700.
Mr Simms says the establishment of a high
Psychology-Zoology met Engineering
Honda CB250, reliable machine, 15,000m,
Public Notices
use
collection
is
acceptable
to
the
Library
but
Physics
in a game to decide which of these
7 m o n t h s rego; $230. Peter Beatty, Room 101 Found one pair of gold rimmed spectacles, in
points out that the proposed changes can only teams would take fourth place on the ladder.
Garran Hall.
Biochemistry car park. Ext. 2284 or call
be introduced at a cost.
The match finished as a scoreless draw and
Honda 125SL, 7500 miles, 10 months rego,
Biochemistry Dept, office, SGS.
T h e Library is already faced with many
Psych-Zool secured a final four berth with
A1 mech. $350, ono. Ideal cheap transport or Lost small framed picture of Sydney
Harbour competing demands on its staff time and
their superior goal average.
f u n bike. Glen O'Driscoll, Ursula College.
Bridge, c. 1930 in car park opposite Melville funds. I would, for instance be more reluctThe last of the qualifying matches was t h |
480770.
Hall. Reward to finder. V. Vanderreyden,
ant to have to divert staff from the effort
much awaited RSBS versus RSC clash. AlAquarium, 2' x T, $5; also available, stand,
6 Faunce Crescent, O'Connor. 480502 ah.
being put into the elimination of all delays
though both of these teams had been undethermostat, air p u m p and tropical fish. R o o m Secretarial assistance required for Statistical
in the processing of new books', Mr Simms
feated during the season, RSC need to beat
360 Garran Hall.
says.
Society of Australia, in maintaining lists of
RSBS to take the title of Minor Premiers.
In the event, the resultant scoreless draw
Towbar, suit VW beetle, as new, $10; Venetian journal subscribers and related duties. Approx.
T o r the proposed regulations to work
blind for rear window Renault 16, $8. Ext.
ensured RSBS of the Minor Premiership.
Vi day a week, most of work can be done at
effectively there would have to be consider2285.
Anything can happen in finals and altha>^
able improvements to book collections and
home. Remuneration negotiable. Brewer,
the final four teams are all fairly strong,
improvements in security arrangements. An
ext. 4400.
Colt, half Arab, 9 months old, very stylish,
RSBS must be the favourites to win the
automated loan system must be introduced
would like to swap for house milking cow and Typing of thesis, reports, manuscripts, IBM
Premiership.
unless
there
can
be
an
increase
in
Library
chain saw or sale, $200. Ext. 3359.
golfball elect. 885524.
staff - for the Library to be able to cope with
Cot, dark stained wooden with mattress, $40; Thesis typing, reasonable rates, Mrs Ryan.
NEW DEAN FOR FACULTY OF ARTS
with
any greater work load at the circulation
maternity clothes, SSW summer frocks, jeans Ext. 2484.
Dr W.S. Ramson, a Reader in English, has
desk'.
and one winter frock, cheap; Skis, 210cm and
been elected Dean of the Faculty of Arts.
Wanted
to
Rent
195cm, $5 per pair with stocks. Carmen
HRC VISITING FELLOW WILL TAKE
Dr Ramson will hold office for three years
House, 3 or 4 bedroom, semi or fully furnelectric rollers, wig & wigstand, 881394.
from 10 August 1975.
ORGAN MUSIC TO CANBERRA PEOPLE
ished,
long
lease,
required
by
mature
group.
Dimplex heater, as new, $75. Ext. 4435 or
Ross Andrews. 483891 or ext. 3076 ah.
A Visiting Fellow in the Humanities Research COMMITTEE WILL REPRESENT
487893 ah.
Young responsible couple require 2 bedroom, Centre, Mr Christopher Lyndon-Gee, will
BICYCLISTS ON CAMPUS
Eumig movie projector, Mark 500D, 8 super
unfurnished house or flat to $37pw.
present Bach's 'Art of Fugue' on the organ
A public meeting in the University last week
8mm, used only twice, $80 o n o ; Aiwa radioMar. 726961 bh.
at St Andrews Presbyterian Church, Manuka, formed a committee of 10 to represent the
cassette recorder, current model TPR-501,
at
8pm
on
21
August.
Any kind of accomodation within 30 miles
interests of bicyclists on campus.
$40, ext. 4247.
Mr Gee, a composer and musicologist, is
of snow, any few days between Aug 23 The committee decided it should first
Fan heater, $15; pop-up toaster, $10;
a graduate of the universities of Durham and
Sept 5, ext. 2247 or 732071.
survey the needs of campus pushbike riders
electric frypan, $25; Whirlpool semi-automatic
Married couple, no children require f/f house Oxford, and has studied in France, Germany
before meeting with University site planners
washing machine, $180; complete HiFi, and Italy where he was Assistant Conductor
later and pressing for easier and safer cycling
BRU122 betl-drive turntable Sony St-7b radio^
of
the
RAI
Symphony
Orchestra
of
Turin.
726129 bh.
facilities.
tuner, Sony TA70 amplifier Nivico 1661U
His interests lie mainly in contemporary
Chairman of the Committee, Dr Nigel
tape deck and microphone, Wharfdale Linton
music, particularly the music of Berio and
Wace, has appealed to all people who ride
speakers. Sharp headphones; $500, all items
OVERSEAS STUDY TOUR FOR
Bussotti. He has composed numerous pieces
bicycles on campus to complete the quest18 months old. Chris Grant, ext. 4562.
DIRECTOR OF SURVEY CENTRE
for voice, traditional instruments and tape.
ionnaire forms which are available from
^
Hoovermatic twin-tub, washing machine, ^ood
Mr Gee arrived at the Humanities Research those committee members listed below.
The Director of the ANU Survey Research
condition, $ 6 0 ; T V , 2 1 " , $85; 815696.
Centre in May and leaves early next month.
Centre, Mr K.R.W. Brewer, will attend the
He says the bicyclists' advice is needed
House, Page, spacious 3 bedroom, privately
40th Congress of the International Statistical
to 'help break the current addiction to carbuilt, b.v, 2 b.i.r., L shaped lounge/dining,
PROFESSOR JOHNS TO ATTEND
Institute in Warsaw, Poland, and visit survey
commuting, with its attendant effects of
large kitchen/family, sunny n.e. aspect,
INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR
archives and other survey organisations in
polluted air, dangerous roads and dreary car
pleasant views, quiet street, handy bus, shops, Thailand, Israel, UK, USA and Canada from
parks, in the city and on campus'.
Professor A.H. Johns of the Department of
school, large block with many mature fruit
20 August to 24 October.
Indonesian Languages and Literatures will
Questionnaires are available from Faye
trees. $34500 ono. M. Rasmussen, ext. 2017
During Mr Brewer's absence, the Centre's attend the 13 Congress of the International
Harris and Tony Cutten (Garran Hall); Elsie
or 541181 ah.
consultation service will be maintained by its Association for the History of Religions at
Jones (Geology); Shirley Krai (Corin Dam
Land, 40 a p e s , fenced, dam, pasture improved, research officer, Mrs Erica Fisher, on ext.
the University of Lancaster from August 15
Huts); Brian Furnass (University Health
n.e. aspect, views, 23 miles Civic, off Federal
to 22.
4708.
Centre); Dick Marshall (RSPhysS) and Nigel
Wace (RSPacS).
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